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Plan s c h e m e s 
Architect: Maria Hurtado de Mendoza Wahrolén, Cesar Jiménez c 
José María Hurtado de Mendoza Wahrolén(estudio.entresitio) 
Design team: Carolina Leveroni, Stefan Vogt. Jorge Martínez. Lan 
Sacristan. Fillpe Mindenco. Anne-Dorothee Herbon, Irene de laC 
Alvar Rmz 
Location: Madrid. Spain 
Site area: 1,318m' 
Floor area: 9.0DOm'(housing], 3Q0micommercial|. 15.450m'| 
Number of floors: B2.22F 
Structural engineering: CYPE Ingenieros Estudios y Proyectos, i 
Mechanical engineering: I tG. Pro. Clement y asociados, c. b. 
Comunications: Inprotel Comunicaciones, s I 
Ouantity surveyor: Juan Carlos Corona Ruiz. David Gil Crespo. S; 
Construction: Assigma Infraestructuras 
Completion: Oct. 2009 
Client: Municipal Agency for Housing 
s the result of a competition held by Madrid's Municipal Housing 
e end of 2003. The competition required that each team offer the 
Sure solution, in compliance with the economic parameters set 
maximum surface and number of dwellings, and consideration 
set is is a social housing development. It was the choice of the 
to decide whether the plan would be a measured solution that 
the other urban planning conditions of floor occupation, 
ind heights, or if (as in our case] the proposal needed further 
inges. 
proposal was a tower of 22 floors. The project can be explained in 
one of which has to do with the floor plan's efficiency and the 
fagiven functional program (such as housing]. We deal with 
"for rent" that are characterized by their small size, as they are in 
minimum dimensional regulations. The project envisions a total 
edroom and two-bedrooms housing units, for a net floor area of 
E meters plus 300 square meters of ground floor commercial 
[round, the building occupies 70% of the limit set by the 
f the facades, with a plan to liberate more public space on the 
ilk access and on the ground floor set for commercial use. 
!, this planavoids the typical chamfers of theareaplanningand 
i sharper volume geometry. For a certain floor area, reducing the 
he building necessarily implies growing in height, and in this case 
a shaped volume with uncommon profile proportions. One might 
juilding as an aggregate of a tower anda block, but we are more 
i the idea of a free development in height, where the balance 
! parts and the whole is somewhat disturbing. 
n solution is based on the geometric process of "double 
as in ambigrams, which are words or figures that can be read 
Mated 180 degrees. This strategy works to blur the different parts, 
of each one is unclear and becomes associated with the order of 
I also has to do with the fact that the building, as a free block, is 
; a piece in which there is no distinction between front and rear or 
jnningand end, the building responds similarly to both the 
and to the green zone that runs lengthwise on its other front. 
I of explaining the project deals with the urban character of the 
I with the construction of the city and the need to somehow 
i new residential tissues belonging to Madrid. In this sense, the 
s on several levels: The outer shell uses non-differentiated 
nd ambiguity of scale. It is a skin of zinc scales set in horizontal 
ilide one over another with a slight offset, and in which voids are 
N the intention of not clearly marking the floor levels. We propose 
irial system of recognizable types of housing windows, which are 
• best positions from the inside of the rooms. On this support 
unity and diversity are added some projecting crates that 
slight vibration on the elevation. 
ide becomes the central argument, not only for its physical 
lion, but also as an energy efficiency strategy. We propose a 
iw maintenance solution, which facilitates the transpiration of 
irotects the building from rainwater infiltration and prevents 
jndensation. It involves the optimization of acoustic and thermal 
the building; being located on the outside of the brick walls, the 
jossible thermal bridges. 
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Walk accessandon the ground floor set for commercial use. Furthbrmore, this plim avoids the typical chamfers of the. 
trim, plaster and smooth mattr painting 
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i can be explained in many ways, one of which has to do with the floor plan's efficiency and the resolution of 
ictional program (such as housing) We deal with apartments "for rent" that are characterized by their 
,as they are in line with the minimum dimensional regulations. 
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